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001-018103
M. A. (English) (Sem. I) Examination

December - 2011

CCT-3 : Linguistics & Phonetics

Faculty Code : 001

Subject Gode:018103

Time : Hoursl [Total Marks : 70

1 Write an essay on any one of the following in about 14

1000 words :

(a) Distinctive features of language as a human
phenomenon-

(b) Morphology as a level of lingrristic analysis'

(c) English Vowels.

2 (a) write on any one of the following in about 500 words :10

(1) Define the term 'syllable' and discuss English
Syllable.

(2> What is a Kinetic tone ? Discuss the Kinetic tones

employed in English communication'

(b) write on any one of the following in about 500 words :10

(1) What is Semantics ? Discuss it as a level of
linguistic analYsis.

@ Define the term 'Discourse' and discuss its salient
features.

3 (a) write definitional answers in about 50 words on 10

any two of the following :

(1) Fricative consonant

(2) Rhythm in English connected speech

' (3) English DiPhthongs
(4) Close Vowels
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(b) Write definitional answers in about 50 words on 10

any two of the following :

(1) Register

(2) Synchronic study

(3) Langue

(4) Performance

Answer the following questions in one or two sentences : 6

(1) How many English consonants are voiced consonants ?

(2) How many air stream mechanisms are possible to employ
in language production ?

(3) What do you understand by the statement that accent in
English is 'free' ?

(4) Who developed the Field theory of meaning ?

(5) What is the "Cooperative Principle" of communication ?

(6) What is a derivational suffix ?

5 Attempt any ten MCQs from the following : 10

(1) The terms synchronic and diachronic are given by

(a) Chomsky

(b) Leech

(c) Saussure

(d) Robins

(2) Who states that language is a system of voluntarily
produced symbols ?

(a) Sapir

O) Chomsky

(c) Hall
(d) Lyons

(3) Which of the following category of word belongs to the
"Open Class" ?

(a) Modal verb

(b) Adverb

(c) Preposition

(d) Conjunction
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lVhich of the followingiis 'a kennel'sentence ?

(a) Not at all.

O) May be !

(c) Avoid it.
(d) I agree.

"Two of his bachelor friends are unmarried." This
statement is an example of

(a) entaibnent

(b) inconsistency

(c) tautolory
(d) contradiction

Which of the following does not play a role in the

constitution of a discourse ?

(a) mode

(b) tenor
- :, :(d domain

(d) ase

Which of the fo[owing does not form the part of the
respiratory system ?

(a) Lungs

@) VeaI cords

(c) Windpipe

(d) Muscles of the Chest

How many vowels are Back vowels in English ?

(a) Three

(b) Four

(c) Five

(d) 1\ro

LIow many English consonants are Fricative sounds ?

(a) 06

(b) a2

(c) 03

(d) 0e

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(s)
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(10) IIow 1F,&Y.consaants ca8 oce$I'-l.&g a elu$qi' er a
- vowel in a sYllable ?

(a) 02

(b) 03

(c) 04

(d) 05

(11)Intheword'irresponsib}el,the.accentfa}ls'oo...........
syllable.

(a) first

O) second

(c) third
(d) fourth

(12) Which of the following does not have weak for'ms ?

(a) AuxitiarY verbs

(b) Coqjunctions

(c) Nouns 1

(d) Pronouns
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